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Abstract

We present in detail the properties of a linear multiplet in interaction with supergravity and
matter, with a special emphasis on the coupling of Chern-Simons forms, relevant for the problem of
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anomaly cancellations. The linear supermultiplet describes an antisymmetric tensor gauge field
together with a dilaton and a Majorana spincr. In particular, these fields are found among the
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1 Introduction

Realistic scenarios of low energy effective superstring models should be described in the gen-

eral framework of four-dimensional N — 1 supersymmetric theories with a viable supersymmetry

breaking mechanism. In this context chiral supermultiplets are among the standard building blocks.

They serve to describe, for instance, leptons and quarks together with their supeisymmetric part-

ners. On the other hand, they are also used in the breaking of gauge symmetry and supersymmetry

via the corresponding Higgs-mechanisms.

It seems however, that yet another type of chiral supermultiplet plays an intriguing central rôle,

due to particular couplings of its components. It consists of a scalar field associated with dilatation

symmetry, the dilaton, of a pseudoscalar which has certain similarities with an axion field, and a

Majorana spinor sometimes called the dilatino.

In the more restricted class of superstring effective supergravity theories, the axion Meld does not

appear as such in the spectrum. Instead one finds an antisymmetric tensor field among the massless

string modes. It is well known that such a theory can be related to an alternative formulation in

terms of an axion through a duality transformation. However it is not really clear in which sense

one can speak of equivalence of these two formulations, in particular when quantum effects should

be considered: properties of relevance in a theory with antisymmetric tensor might be lost or hidden

after the transition to the chiral supermultiplet formulation.

It therefore becomes important to have a description of the system of fields considered above,

using the antisymmetric tensor field formulation. Such a description does exist in supergravity

theories: the linear supermultiplet was precisely constructed to include an antisymmetric tensor

gauge field, together with a real scalar: the dilaton, and a Majorana spinor: the dilatino [1], [2],

[3], [4], [5], [6].

In this paper we detail the couplings of such a linear multiplet with supergravity and matter,

with special emphasis on the problem of the chiral and conformai anomalies. Indeed cancellation of

such anomalies can be achieved through the Green-Schwarz mechanism [7], [8] which calls for the

coupling of a linear multiplet to Chern-Simons forms. Our analysis relies on the Kâhler superspace

geometry suitably extended to incorporate the linear superfield formalism [9], [5], [10].

In section 2, we present some general prope . .s of the linear supermultiplet and review its

couplings with supergravity and matter. Section 3 describes the construction of the corresponding

actions in terms of the component fields and in section 4 we discuss the duality transformation and

its consequences for the chiral multiplet formalism. Details on the superspace structure used in

this paper can be found in the literature [10] and, to some extent, in an appendix.
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2 The linear superfield formalism - un tour d'horizon

J The linear superfield L is introduced in supersymmetric theories to describe the antisymmetric

i tensor 6mn together with its supersymmetric partners, a real scalar field / and a Majorana spinor

Î field <p. It is realized in fiat superspace as a real superfield L subject to the following constraints
Ml .

Y ' ' DaDaL = 0, (2.1)

[* D61D
61L = 0. (2.2)

1 Its different components are then easily obtained as the lowest components of superfields built

from L:

logX|0=0=0 = /, (2.3)

Sr

DalogL\e=ô=0 = <pa, Dà\ogL\6=ê=0 = <pà, (2.4)

[Da,Dà)L\e=ë=fj = -^kaà€klmnHimn, (2.5)

where Himn is the gauge invariant field strength of the antisymmetric tensor:

Himn = dibmn + dmbni + dnbim. (2.6)

The question of how to couple such a multiplet with matter and gravity has already been

addressed to some extent in [2], [3], [4], [51.

The study of the supergravity-matter system is eased by a systematic use of an invariance

which plays a central rôle: the Kâhler invariance associated with the following transformation of

the Kâhler potential K(<j>, <j>):

K{^,4>) ^ K(</>,0) + F{4) + F{$), (2.7)

where <j>(<j>) are the chiral (antichiral) matter superfields. Moreover, under Kâhler transformations,
superfields 7 have chiral UK(I) transformations,

(2.8)

where u>(y) is the Kâhler weight of 7.

Covariance under such a chiral (7/f(l) can be implemented directly into the superspace structure,
leading to the definition of Kâhler superspace [5], [10]: Kâhler transformations are then treated on
the same footing as Lorentz transformations. In particular, a derivative in superspace covariant
with respect to Kâhler transformations is constructed:

23.4 7 = EA
 A '0A/ 7 + "(J)AA 7, (2.9)
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where E^^'dmf is the usual superspace derivative (using supervielbein notations) and A..\ is a

composite Kâhler connection superfield:

An = ±Z?off,

Aa = \

(2.10)

(2-11)

Here Ga is one of the torsion superfields of supergravity and lower indices k and k denote deriva-
tives with respect to <f>k and <j>k. For future reference, Aa has the following Kâhler transformation:

Aa H-» Aa + \T>a Im F. (2.12)

Superfield components can be determined using these covariant derivatives, which fixes their

Kâhler transformations. More details on the Kâhler superspace can be found in the appendix or

in [10].

• I

Returning to the linear supermultiplet, it is easy to generalize the definitions given above in the

case of rigid supersymmetry in order to include gravity and matter described by a Kâhler potential

(

pâV* -SRj L = 0,

paVa - 8R*) L = 0,

(2.13)

(2.14)

where R is one of the other torsion superfields of supergravity (its F-component involves the

Riemann curvature tensor).

Up to this point, the constraints (2.13), (2.14) take into account the coupling of the linear

multiplet to the gravity and chiral matter supermultiplets (the latter through the dependence of

the covariant derivatives on the Kâhler potential). In many instances, however, more complex

structures are to be considered, in particular in the case of the heterotic string theory. There, the

coupling of the antisymmetric tensor to the gauge field strength plays a key rôle in the cancellation

of anomalies at the 10-dimensional level through the famous Green-Schwarz mechanism [7]: the

gauge invariant field strength of the antisymmetric tensor is modified to contain the Yang-Mills

Chern-Simons form:

Qimn = -tr (a t ,ôman ] - %a[taman]") , (2.15)

such that

ekimndkQlmn = -§e" m n «r(Ai /m») , (2.16)

with /„,„ = dman - dnam - i[am, an]. Then, instead of (2.6), we have:

dmbnl + kQl (2.17)

£ is a constant which helps keeping track of the terms induced by the inclusion of Chern-Simons

terms. The gauge variation of the Chern-Simons form is compensated by a suitable transformation

of the antisymmetric tensor.
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It has been known for some time how to supersymmetrize this structure [3]. Actually, the

language of the linear multiplet is particularly adapted to it because the gauge variation of the

Chern-Simons field is a linear multiplet itself. Indeed, one defines, at the superfield level, the

Yang-Mills Chern-Simons superfield fi by:

<x I

tr(WaWa) = i {p&Dà - 8Rj fi, (2.18)

(2.19)

Here VT, WO are the chiral (antichiral) Yang-Mills superfields satisfying the Bianchi identity:

VaWa — PQVV*. (2.20)

Since the terms on the left-hand side of (2.18), (2.19) are gauge invariant, one infers that the

gauge variation 6Q satisfies (2.13), (2.14).

One therefore couples the linear multiplet to the Yang-Mills sector by imposing the modified

linearity conditions:

L = 2ktr(WaWa),

where k is some r jrmalization constant. These equations together with

[Va,Và]L = *(Ta
aàGaL - \*dl^edcbaHcba - 4* tr(W

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

have an interpretation as Bianchi identities in superspace geometry. The latter equation shows

that the antisymmetric tensor field strength is found among the contributions to the 0 = 6 = 0

component of this superfield:

-h<rdaàe
dcbaHcba\ =

2iL<rkaà (2.24)

These structures have recently received renewed attention from the study of the effective field

theory of massless string models [11], [12], [13], [14], [13], [8], [15], [16]. The problem one has to

face is that, whereas the underlying string theory is invariant under modular transformations in

the space of moduli, the effective field theory is not, due to the presence of chiral and conformai

anomalies. One must therefore implement, within the effective theory, countertems which restore

the modular invariance. Kâhler transformations play a central rôle in this question, as the simplest

"WT-
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possible example clearly demonstrates. Indeed, consider a single modulus T (typically, its ground

state value is interpreted as the radius of a compact manifold). Modular transformations are simply:

aT-ib
icT + i1 ad — be = 1; a,b,c,d£ Z. (2.25)

They are transformations on the fields which realize explicitly a Kâhler transformation on the

Kâhler potential K = -31og(T + T):

K ^ K + F + F, F = 31og(icT + d). (2.26)

Likewise, a detailed knowledge of the couplings of the linear multiplet is of basic importance

for discussing these issues due to its connections with the chiral and conformai anomalies in (2.21),

(2.22).

This is already striking in the case of global supersymmetry which we have reviewed in detail

in [17], Let us summarize the situation there. Generalizing the Lagrangian proposed by Zumino

[18] for the rigid supersymmetric non linear sigma model, one considers the Lagrangian

C = (2.27)

where K(<j>,ij>,L) is a general real function. The Lagrangian not only has the Kâhler invariance

(2.4) but is also invariant under

K H» K + L {H{4) + (2.28)

as long as k = 0 (absence of Chern-Simons terms). This can be seen by writing H(<j>) = D2h and
using (2.1) after an integration by parts. These new transformations have a lot of similarities with
the original Kâhler transformations (2.7). Turning on the Chern-Simons terms (fc^O), it is easy to
obtain the following interesting terms in the Lagrangian (2.27):

C = -\KLLHlmnHlmn + \kKLtr(fmnfmn) + ^klmn (2.29)

Here the subscripts L denote derivatives with respect to L and w* is a composite connection
associated with the transformation (2.28) [8]:

<t>k - KkLdm4>k) \e=è=0.

Under (2.28), wm transforms as:

(2.30)

(2.31)

in complete analogy with (2.12). The variation of the third term in the Lagrangian (2.29) therefore

yields an axion-like term proportional to:

kImHeklmntr(fklfmn),

5

(2.32)



and the variation of the Yang-Mills term gives a dilaton-like term proportional to:

kReHtr{fmnfmn). (2.33)

We therefore conclude that the action (2.27), may be interpreted as an effective action for the

cancellation of the chiral and conformai anomalies. Also, if we were to expand K(<f>, <j), L) in a series

in L, i.e.

K{<t>, <j>, L) = K0{<j>, 4>) + LV(<j>, 0 ) + . . . , (2.34)

the coefficient F(^ , ^) might be viewed as an effective Kâhler potential with transformation:

(2.35)

I r
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Turning now to curved spacetime, the generalization of the Lagrangian (2.27) reads:

C = - 3 J' (PeEF(J, fa L), (2.36)

where E denotes the superdeterminànt of the vielbein E^t
A in Kâhler superspace. There is an

implicit dependence of (2.36) on the Kâhler potential which is again taken to be a real function of

the matter super multiplet s <j>, <j> and of L: K(cj), <j>, L). Under a transformation

FM,L) ~ F{*,*,L) + L{H{*) + H{4)), (2.37)

one finds the following variation of the Lagrangian C

SC = + § J d ï O ^ m p à p 0 1 - 8R)L + i f CZ4OJJjH[V0V0 - 8R^)L, (2.38)

where we added the two terms with covariant derivatives which vanish upon integration by parts
in superspace [19].

Hence, using (2.21), (2.22), one arrives at

SC = fJb j d46~H(<t>)tr(WaWa) + 2jfc JéO^ (2.39)

We thus check that:

i) when there is no Yang-Mills Chern-Simons form (Jfc = 0), (2.37) is an invariance of the
Lagrangian,

H) when A; ̂  0, we obtain the superfield version of the terms found in the global case, (2.32),
(2.33), which allow for anomaly cancellation à la Green and Schwarz.

We note here that, in an expansion of the function F in a series in L, this mechanism originates
from the term linear in L:

CLV = -3jd4$ELV{4>,4>). (2.40)

Ci

S* K L - - - , ." - •
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Such a term has a special status regarding global dilatations because it cannot be rescaled by a

super-Weyl transformation since the Weyl weights of E and L compensate (<x(E) = - 2 , a(L) = 2)

and we chose <r(<t>) = c(<f>) — 0. This should be contrasted with the usual situation where a

Lagrangian of the type

C = -3 J tPOEFfa+), (2.41)

for some function T of the matter superfields can be rescaled in order to read simply:

C - - 3 / dA6E. (2.42)

Such a super Weyl rescaling is actually performed in going from the usual superspace formulation
to the Kâhler superspace one [10]: in this case T{<j>,tj>) = exp \ —^K(tj), (j>)j.
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The special status of the term linear in L can also be motivated in the following way. Suppose

one started with arbitrary functions K(<j>,<j>,L) and F(<j>,if>,L); in the evaluation of the action

(2.36) one would then find a correctly normalised Einstein term if K and F were related through

the following equation ' :
HJP HK

(2.43)
BF dK

In the solution
(2.44)

the term LV(<j>, <p) appears as an integration constant, V(<j>, <f>) being completely unconstrained. One
might assign transformations (2.34) of the Kâhler type to F(^ , <j>) to reproduce the Green-Schwarz
mechanism.

In the following we shall give a detailed presentation of the construction of the component field

actions for K(«f>, ^, L) = K0{<t>, 4>) + a log L, and, consequently, F((j>, <£, L) = 1 - f + LV(<f>, 4>). Then

the action to evaluate reads:

C = (a - 3) J dA9E - 3 j d*0ELV{<t>, $). (2.45)

The relation with the chiral density construction of component field actions is made using

integration by parts in superspace and writing the above action as:

.EC = \J#0- ((a - Z)R + I [vàV
à - 8R) LV) + h.c. . (2.46)

1 This it however not specific to a curved spacetime. A similar equation is found in global supeispace. We thank
T. Tayloi foi bringing the point to oui attention. Also the same equation is obtained by performing a duality
transformation to the chiral multiplet formulation.



3 From superfields to component field actions

We describe here the construction of component field actions, starting from the superspace

formulation and working exclusively in the linear superfield formalism. We explain the essential

features in a self-contained way, avoiding, however, computational details, which will be presented

in a separate publication. The basic structures of superspace geometry relevant for our construction

are listed in an appendix.

In the actual construction of the component field action we use the chiral density multiplet

method which provides us with the locally supersymmetric generalization of the F-term construc-

tion in global supersymmetry. The relevant chiral superfields we will consider here are R and

(2?2 - 8R) LV in the combination

(a - S)JZ + § (t>2 - 8Jl) LV, (3.1)

together with their complex conjugates. We construct the full action in three steps. In sub-

section 3.1 we evaluate the action corresponding to (a - 3)R = r0, in subsection 3.2 that for

g (V2 — 8R) LV = T*I from the respective superfleld expansions. In subsection 3.3 we then write

the sum of these two component field actions taking advantage of certain analogies between the

original Kâhler potential Ko(<fi,4>) and the function V(<j>,<j>), which suggest to consider particular

combinations involving Z as a supplementary parameter, as the basic geometrical entities of a kind

of deformation of Kâhler geometry.

. i

Vi
3.1 The antisymmetric tensor multiplet coupled to supergravity and matter

3.1.1 The basic superfleld relations: Kahler superspace and the linear superfleld
formalism

As pointed out in [9], [10] and emphasized in the previous section, Kâhler superspace is a very

useful concept in the investigation of the complete supergravity-matter system. In this section

we pursue further the ideas discussed in the previous section and explain in some detail that the

structure of Kâhler superspace is flexible enough to allow for the incorporation of linear multiplets

as well, even in the presence of Chern-Simons forms.

One of the main advantages of the Kahler superspace formulation is that Kâhler transformations
have a concise geometrical interpretation already at the full superfleld level: they are basically
treated on the same footing as Lorentz transformations. Among other things, this determines
automatically the Kâhler transformations of all the component fields.

In more geometrical terms this is achieved by allowing the structure group of superspace to
contain Kâhler transformations in addition to the usual Lorentz transformations. Correspondingly,

* ; •
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, ' a new gauge potential pertaining to this chiral f/<•(!) is introduced, thus modifying the standard

superspace geometry 2

I The relevant entities for the generic construction of component field actions involving super-

! gravity couplings are the superfields R and RK We recall that the structure of superspace implies

; (among other things) the chirality conditions

s- ' VaW = 0, VaR = 0, (3.2)

;' (where R and .R* have chiral weights w(R) = 2 and Iu(JK+) = - 2 , respectively) as well as the
' ' relations

Tl D 1 "V 2 / cfc_\ rp tp /Q o\

(3.4)

In these relations the torsion superfields Tc^ and T^ appear, which in their lowest components

contain the curl of the Rarita-Schwinger field. The superfields Xa and X", on the other hand, are

the hallmark of Kâhler superspace: they arise in complete analogy with usual supersymmetric

abelian gauge theory except that now the corresponding vector superfield (in more precise terms:

the 'unconstrained prepotential') is replaced by the Kâhler potential:

Xa = ~^(vàV
à-8R)VQK(^4>), (3.5)

"K{4>,4>). (3.6)

The explicit forixi given here clearly exibits the chirality properties of Xa and Xa. -^

Applying once more suitable spinorial derivatives and making use of the Bianchi identities gives

rise to v

VaV^R + V01V*R} = -IiZ6n
6" - ^{VaXa + VâXà) + AGaGa + 32RRf. (3.7)

The appearance of the curvature term on the right (which, in its lowest superfield component I

contains the curvature scalar) indicates that it is indeed the supersymmetric completion of this com-

bination of spinorial derivatives of R, R^ which is relevant for the construction of a supersymmetric

•I action which generalizes the Einstein action.

,* However, (3.7) contains also the combination1
I VaXa +VâXa, (3.8)

which, in the construction of supergravity-matter couplings plays the crucial rôle:

In usual supersymmetric gauge theory, its lowest superfield component would just correspond to
' ' i a £>-term. In other words, a term linear in thi > independent component field of canonical dimension

jtf J two would appear in the final action. <tf

. , 2A short account of the relevant structures can be found in the appendix, for more details we refer to [1O].
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i On the other hand, since now the prepotential is replaced by the Kâhler potential superfield,

it is exactly this term which induces the matter field kinetic terms in the component field action. :

«l ' » For a very detailed account of this mechanism we refer to [10].

i Finally, the lowest components of the quadratic terms involving the torsion superfields R, R*

[ M and Gn are auxiliary field terms. '

Hence (3.7) is indeed the relevant quantity for the construction of an action describing supergrav-

ity coupled to matter. The explicit computation goes then through the chiral density construction

* which guarantees local supersymmetry.

; Since here we want to include linear multiplets in our construction let us recall some of their

I relevant properties ir the framework of UK[I) superspace. As is well known, a linear superfield

', describes a multiplet consisting of a real scalar field, a Majorana spinor and an antisymmetric

• tensor gauge field. In superfield language this amounts to impose differential constraints, second

order in the chiral spinorial derivatives, on the real superfield L. These constraints, in turn, have

a concise interpretation as superfield Bianchi identities in terms of the superspace geometry of a

two-form gauge potential [20].

Moreover, the discussion in the previous section leads us to include Chern-Simons forms in the

field strength of the antisymmetric tensor. In this case the Bianchi identities are modified by the

corresponding topological terms. In the supersymmetric generalization this kind of structure is

summarized in the modified linearity conditions (recall the discussion in section 2)

-f (VàV61 - SR) L = 2Jfe fr(WaWa), (3.9)

L = 2fc Er(WaW"). (3.10)(vaVa -

:
F° r k ̂  0 this describes a linear 3 superfield L coupled to Chern-Simons forms in the background $ f

of Kâhler superspace geometry. .'•''••' J
. !i

From the point of view of superfield expansion, which is most advantageously defined in terms

of covariant spinorial derivatives, eqs. (3.9), (3.10) serve to determine the analogues of the 62 and ! \

the 62 components of the superfieîd L in a covariant way. Likewise, for the 00 component the ]

Bianchi identities in superspace imply t

[».,I>i]I = *^i,G.L-ylai,,
J*"H^,- 4ktr(W«Wz). (3.11) i i

This expression contains in particular the supercovariant field strength of the antisymmetric

tensor gauge field with Chern-Simons form in the lowest component of the superfield H^. An j , ,

explicit expression will be given later on. Observe that (3.9)-(3.11) completely determine the

superfield expansion of L.

'This actually is a slight abuse of language since in this case L is no longer 'linear' in the sense of the original j£
phrasing [I].

10
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Again, these equations can be derived from supers^ace due to the compatibility of the Yang-

Mills superspace geometry with that of the two-form gauge potential [3] (For the corresponding

construction with gravitational Chern-Simons and Euler forms we refer to [21], [22]). Also, we would

like to emphasize that the formulation in the framework of UK(L) superspace geometry take.= into

account automatically all the related couplings, in particular to supergravity, in a concise way.

f

4.

I;

Here we wish to proceed further and discuss the case where the Kâhler potential JK(4>, (J)) is

replaced by a more general superfield K(<j>,<i>,L) which depends also on the linear superfield L [5],

[17].

To be definite, let us discuss here the case where the superfield K(<f>,<j),L) depends only on one

linear superfield and, in addition, takes the particular form

We have chosen this combination because it appears in the simplest formulations of effective

superstring theories [23] and also because it allows to present the essential features of the construc-

tion of a component field action while avoiding certain technical complications. Keep in mind,

however, that the linear superfield is subject to the modified conditions (3.9), (3.10).

In analogy with (3 12) we decompose

T

Y",

(3.13)

(3.14)

such that for XUa and X§ the usual Kâhler superspace construction of [10] applies with the caveat
that the Kâhler connection is now modified by extra terms due to the presence of the linear
superfield (this point will be discussed in more detail below). The superfielda Ya and Y" are
defined as

V — _ s
1 O i - 8

yd _ _a

A - 8R)

with

<pa = / = log Z.

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

In the next step we would like to determine the extra terms in the superfield combination (3.7)

which appear due to the presence of the linear superfield. To this end we first of all make use of

the modified linearity conditions (3.9), (3.10) to obtain from (3.15), (3.16)

Ya = -aVaR + Za (3.18)

(3.19) Jf

11
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with

J -f°ZàV>*-iGa)vP, (3.20)
« and

ï
f â a ' i Q ( 2 ? a + t G a ) V a . (3.21) • _

The important point is the appearance of the spinorial derivatives of R and R*, which together

I with (3.13), (3.14) imply that (3.5), (3.6) take now the form
1 (a-3)VaR = XQa + 2{<rcbe)av,Tcb* + Za, (3.22) .. •

(Q-S)TT-R+ = X j + 2{<rcbef*Tcbt + Zà. (3.23) .

Likewise, (3.7) becomes

(a - 3) {DaVaR + VàV
àRÏ) =

2RtJ" - 12G0G0 - 96Ji-R+

+(VaXQa + V6X^) + (VaZa + VàZ
à). (3.24) I

This relation already allows to identify the dynamical structures which will appear in the chiral
density construction performed with thé superfield (a — Z)R. First of all, the first line on the right
hand side is easily recognized as the leading contribution to the supergravity component field action '

with a properly normalized curvature scalar term. The second line provides the Kahler superspace '"-

"\ D-term, which is at the origin of the concise description of the mat ter field sigma model kinetic . •.
;.fc terms, as pointed out in [9], [17]. In addition to the kinetic terms of the chiral mat ter fields, this f
i A': action will also contain kinetic terms for the linear multiplets and the Yang-Mills sector, due to <

< the term a log L and the inclusion of the Chern-Simons forms in the superspace geometry of the
linear multiplet [3], [5]. This can be easily deduced from the explicit form of the last term in the
preceding equation, given as:

+agabValVbl - a frgah

+ 2Q(Tc6Cr^) + 2aVVal, (3.25)

12
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with
nd _ 1 -dcba
JtS — — jj£ (3.26)

This concludes the presentation of the superfteld structures relevant for the construction of a
supersymmetric action describing the coupling of the general supergravity-matter system with a
linear multiplet in the presence of Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms. The full component field action
will be given by the supersymmetric completion of the lowest superfield component of (3.24). Of
course its explicit construction still requires some (straightforward but tedious) work.

• i

i
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3.1.2 Moving on to component fields

The supersymmetric component field actions are obtained from the supersymmetric completion

of the lowest components of the superfields given in (3.24) by means of the so-called chiral density

construction [24]. To this end we will have to work out the expression

h.c. , (3.27)C0 = - | P 2 r o H - f ( ^ m * m ) Q 2 ? a r o | - C ( ^ m f f m n ^ n + M)ro

for r,, = (Q - Z)R and its complex conjugate fo = (a- 3)R*. In the actual evaluation we will use

to a large extent the techniques and notations elaborated in [10].

Compared to usual Kâhler superspace, however, we must carefully take into account the new

structures appearing through the coupling of the linear multiplet. Let us define the new component

fields in this sector as follows

/ = (3.28)

and we shall also use the symbol L for the lowest component of the linear superfield itself. The
antisymmetric tensor gauge field appears in the lowest component of the superfield J7C6a< which is
given as

eklmn= <rkaàe
klmn [dnbml + | Q n m , )

+iL<rkaàe
klmn{rl>n<rmri>,) + 2iL<rkaù (3.29)

An important point in the following discussion will be the evaluation of the component field

content of the covariant superfield derivatives, a rather tricky process in the derivation of component

field actions from superspace. The details of the construction have by now become general wisdom

and we can to a large extent rely on the existing literature [24]. In particular, the Kâhler superspace

construction of [9], [10] allows to incorporate in a concise and constructive way the so-called [25]

'Kâhler connection' appearing in the lowest components of the vectorial covariant derivatives. As

we have shown in [5], this method of construction remains valid when linear supermultiplets are

coupled to the general supergravity-matter system in the presence of Chern-Simons forms. We find

it worthwile to insert here a short digression on this rather intriguing issue.

13
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The object of interest is the one-form A of Kâhler superspace geometry and in particular the

lowest component of its vectorial part Am which appears in the covariant derivatives.

The spinorial parts of A are given in terms of the generalized Kâhler potential K = Ko + a log L

such that '

Aa = -\--:Jiia OMA, Aa = —-^H/à Oui A. (o.Oi))

From this, using the constraint Faà = — 3GQ(v, the vectorial superfield part is determined as

AaA = %Gaâ-i[Va,Va]K. (3.31)

One evaluates the lowest component of the superfield Am, i.e.

Am\ = ern
aAa\ + tym

aAa\ + \î>mà

and obtains (notations are defined in the appendix)

(3.32)

Am\ =

- 3)em
aba - f

Ht Zemnpqtr (aqdpan - %

(3.33)

Compared to the pure Kâhler superspace construction, i.e. without linear multiplets, a number
of new terms appear, giving rise to new couplings arising from the supercovariant derivatives in
component field form. A possible attitude could be to keep all these terms stored in the component
field definitions of the covariant derivatives, thus arriving at a slightly more compact presentation
of the notoriously complicated form of the final component field action. In this case, however, the
extraction of the explicit form of the various couplings would be obscured. We took therefore the
pain to write out explicitly the covariant terms in eq. (3.33) and keep only the combination

= \KkdmAk - \K-kdmXk - § (3.34)

in the definition of the Kâhler covariant derivative.

Although standard, there is still a long way to go until the component field action can be written

down. Intermediate steps involve projections to lowest components of supercovariant derivatives,

of supercovariant field strengths, recombinations of terms using spinor and <x matrix identities as

well as integrations by parts. Since here we are principally interested in the result, these details

will be omitted.

The complete component field action for the coupling of the linear multiplet and gauge Chern-
Simons forms is given as

4 We deal here, fot simplicity, with gauge invariant Kâhler potential.

14
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Kkkg
m"VmAkVnÂ

k - ±

^ / ^ / ( T " + T I (A<rV"«VmÂ(r) T Â W ^ V

1(Q - Z)MM - i(a - 3)6a6
a + KkkF

kFk - f

!(a - 3)6a [^(X'^X*) + t(¥"V) + a!(A(

( r ,^)* + (ÂT{r))
kKk + ia^(Â ( r^ - \{r)lp)]

- (x*A«)(ir(r))*]
(a -

TZ
tin i t_^TnnpQ j

( rVmÂ ( r )) [(a + l)Vn<7mV ~ 2(a - l ) ^ < r m > ]

f r(A(r)«rmÂ(r)) [(a + l)^n f l""V - 2(o - l)4>n<rmn<p]

i | ( a - 4) l(4>m<rm<p)(<p<p) + (x(,m<r

^r

f £(
gmr>gnp

f <7

(3.35)
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To be as complete as possible we give the definitions of covariant derivatives and field strengths.

Deferring the explicit form of V, to the appendix, the covariant derivatives of the Rarita-Schwinger

field are denned as:

(3.36)

(3.37)

For the definition of the spin connection in terms of derivatives of the frame field and quadratic

Rarita-Schwinger terms we refer to the appendix as well and continue here with the chiral matter

fields. The bosonic components have covariant derivatives

- dmAk - ia<£> {T{T)A)k,

= dmÀk + io£> i *

whereas those of the fermionic components are given as:

*, x'a

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41)

We would like to draw here particular attention to the appearance of the Christoffel symbols
which, in Kâhler geometry are defined as

O2K
in terms of the Kâhler metric

and its inverse Kkk. The curvature tensor is defined as usual:

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

We also want to stress that these Christoffel symbols occur in the definition of the component
fields Fk and F1 as well, via the double covariant spinorial derivatives of (j>k and ̂ * (according to
equations (4.30) and (4.31) in [10]).

In the Yang-Mills sector the field strengths of the gauge potentials are denned as

whereas for the covariant derivatives of the gauginos one has

0+ vm\a-i{am,\a],

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

16



Finally, in the linear multiplet sector we recall the definition of the antisymmetric tensor field

strength

hm = e"1""" (dnbm - 2k tr(andpaq - '^anapaq)) , (3.48)

with Chern-Simons term for the matrix valued gauge potential om = a,m T(r)- The dilatino covariant

derivatives are given as

= dmtpa - wma
0<p/3 - vm<pa, (3.49)

(3.50)

This concludes the main issue of this subsection, namely the detailed presentation of the compo-

nent field action (3.35), which generalizes the usual supergravity-matter system to include a linear

multiplet with coupling to Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms. This action reproduces, in a slightly

modified presentation (and up to some misprints [26]) that of [5]. In the present construction we

have made use as far as possible of the notations of [10] (with modifications due to the linear

superfield formalism). This concerns, among other things, the presence of the Christoffel symbols

in certain covariant derivatives and in the definition of the component fields F* and F , a point to

which we will have to come back in the next subsection.

3.2 The superfield action LV(<f>,<j>) in component field formulation

3.2.1 Some superfield relations

Following the general line of arguments presented in section 2, we turn now to the investigation

of the supersymmetric component field action containing the topological Kâhler term. As was

pointed out there, we have to expand the superfield action of LV{<j>, (j>) in terms of component

fields. In order to make contact with the component field construction, i.e. the chiral density

formalism, we observe that by means of superspace partial integration [19] one can write

(3.51)CLV = - 3 J d4xd40ELV(<j>,4>) = ± J (I4Xd4O-^(V2-8R*) LV{<I>,4>) + h.c. .

In the chiral density formalism this means that we have to work out the superfield expansions
of the chiral superfield

TLV = (vàV°-8R)LV(<t>,$), (3.52)

and its complex conjugate

TLV = (paVa - 8R)) LV(<I>,4>). (3.53)

17
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Recall that V(</>, (J)) is an arbitrary real function of the chiral matter superfields. Expanding the
spinorial derivative terms and using the modified linearity conditions, (3.7), (3.8), we obtain

rLV = 2kV Ir(WW^1) + LV^V6V + 2V^L VAV, (3.54)

fLV = 2kV LVaVaV + 2VaL VaV. (3.55)

Already under this form it is clear that a component field action constructed from the chiral
superfield 77j- will contain kinetic terms for a super Yang-Mills theory with coupling function
V(<j>,<j>) as well as kinetic terms for chiral matter where V(<f>,if>) appears in very much the same
way as the Kâhler potential in the usual construction. To be more explicit we give explicitly the
covariant spinorial derivatives of ri\- and fi,y, which are relevant for the superfield expansion and
for the construction of the component field action:

+2kVaV tr(WvWv) + T>QL V61V
61V

+ (2VaVàL-ALGaà)V
àV

+2V"L VaVàV - ULVaàlV
àV, (3.56)

VàrLV = -

VàL VaVaV

VaV

+2VaL VàVaV - ULV61V01V.

In analogy with the Kâhler superspace construction we have defined:

Xvc = -±(vàV
à-8R)VaV(<P,4>),

Xf- = -l(vaVa-8Ri)và'V(<l>,4>).

Applying once more spinorial derivatives we arrive at

VaVarLV + VàV
àfLX' =

+2IbF (V0VCtT(WWv) + V0

- 8 1 (vaXVa + VàXy) + | e

-16tt tr(W<raW) (vkVa<t>k -

tr(WvW
i>)

-VlVaL XVa -

+4kVaVQV v)

+%kVaV Vatr(WWv)

+24R(LVaVaV + 2VaL VaV)

-Vaà (8L VaitV + 8iVaL VàV + 8iVaL VaV).

18
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2VàL

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)
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This provides the basic superfield structures necessary for the construction of the component
field expression of the topological Kâhler action. Clearly, the projection to lowest components of
the last expression will give rise to the non-holomorphic Yang-Mills coupling [27] from the term

2kV (3.61)

On the other hand, the term relevant for the anomaly cancellation is easily recognized to arise

from

f e f̂ffccd (Vkvatf - VkVjk) . (3.62)

Finally, one easily realizes that the combination

- SL (vaXVa + VàX?) , (3.63)

will induce matter kinetic terms. They differ, however, from those of the previous action in two
respects. First of all they contain a coupling to the linear multiplet L. More important, they do
not arise from the Kâhler potential Ku(<f>,<f>), see eqs. (3.5, 3.6 ff.), but from the new function
V(<j>, <j>) which characterizes the topological Kâhler action we study here. This fact must, of course,
be duly taken into account in the evaluation of the component field action.

The close ressemblance of the terms involving XOa (resp. Xya) in £ 0 (resp. Civ) might suggest

to look for some basic common underlying geometric structure which would generalize the usual

Kâhler geometry, including certain combinations of K and V with parametric dependence on L

from the veiy beginning. Such a 'deformed Kâhler geometry' might propably help in a better

understanding of the rôle of the linear multiplet in the supergravity matter coupling and should

reduce to ordinary Kâhler geometry in the absence of the linear multiplet. Here, however, we

content ourselves with the explicit and straightforward evaluation of the component field actions.

Let us consider XOa and Xva and recall the explicit expression for the former, i.e.

XOa = - h (3.64)

The definition of Xya, eq.(3.58), is obtained from that of Xoa in substituting explicitly F(^ , 0)

for Ko((f>, 4>). Remember, however, that one must keep K(<j), 4>, L) in all Kâhler covariant derivatives

The form of the superfield X\a can therefore be inferred from XOa as follows: we replace

explicitly Kkk by Vkk and Kk by Vk- But we also have to keep track of the Kâhler Christoffel

symbol implicit in the definition of the superfield JF . It arises explicitly from the third order

spinorial derivative of K in XOa. Correspondingly, in the evaluation of Xya it will be replaced by a

third order derivative of V. To be more precise, let us separate this term explicitly in the definition

OfJ*.

7^JDAJfV*?, (3.65)I
5Af an aside we recall here that the transformations V <-* V + H + R are (contrary to the original Kâhler

transformations) not accompanied by chiral phase rotations of the spinorial fields (and do therefore note provide a
source for anomalies).
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and write the second term in XUa as

I

V
I

I

I

(3.66)

As, for the moment, we wish to stick to the definition of F of the previous subsection, the

superfield X\a takes the following form:

with
= Vkkl-VkpT-k^.

(3.67)

(3.68)

The new matter field kinetic terms are then obtained after applying the suitable spinorial
derivative to Xya, and projecting the result to its lowest component field content, not forgetting
the lesson on Kahler Christoffel symbols in covariant derivatives.

This short digression should give a flavour of the new types of terms which will arise in relation

with Kâhler geometry in the evaluation of the component field version of the topological Kâhler

action: the topological term relevant for the anomaly cancellation mechanism appears in combina-

tion with Yang-Mills kinetic terms of non-holomorphic gauge coupling constant, with matter field

kinetic terms and with many component field coupling terms. We present its explicit form in the

next subsection.

3.2.2 The component field action for LV(<p, 4>)

Equipped with the necessary superfield prerequisites we turn now to the evaluation of the
component field action in the chiral density construction. To this end we have to work out the
expression 6

h.c. . (3.69)

Again, there is still some way to go until the complete component field action is obtained from

the information provided so far. The manipulations necessary for the explicit construction follow

the usual standard procedure. We therefore skip the details to present immediately the final result:

• t

s

"The noimalUation is such that (see section 2) the complete action is given as C = Co -I- A .
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= 3LVkkV"AkVnÂ
k + %LVkk (xVmVmX* + X**mVmX*) - 3LVkkF

kFk

— T V kklt — kk ti)\ )\ ) — 91 ̂ * — OJJJ V VjUi. A Cg A

+ 3 r ipfc I ff\\T ,̂ V^" ] /^ V Y ^ I i ^ r"r I - f*i\? .-V^ i Al V^ V ^ l

3iLV2Vkk

IiL [V2Vkk<p<r

IiL [V2Vkk q>9mXk - OMX

•£aLVkk(X
k<TaXk)(<p<ra<p) - |

| » ( a - 2)LVkkX
kamXk (^n<r

VmÂ

2)(hm -

î n p )

>mântTmXk VmAk]

W [vk(T{r)A)k + (ÂT(r))
kVk] - ZiL [{(pX^)Vk(T{r)A)k - {^)){ÂT(T))

kVk]

;)) i^an\r) + \ikV (f^™ - ie™P«f£>) rf,mânX{r)

p ^ ) [gmng^ + gm"gn"

[vkX
kX{r) - VkX%r)] - l

r) + VkX
kir™X{T)]

Xk + 2xl>n<rnmXk)

(3.70)

The guiding principle in the organization of the numerous terms in this action is the behaviour
under the transformations

V •-» V + H + H. (3.71)
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In the first part of the Langrangian we have collected the invariant terms, i.e. the matter field

kinetic terms and a number of interaction terms. As anticipated earlier, higher derivatives of V

appear, in particular we have defined

T^1VkJ i. (3.72)

The second part consists of the topological term,

- VkVmÂk) (3.73)

The transformations (3.71) give rise, among other things and after integration by parts, to a term

of the form

k(H - H)eklm"fiT)klfkl, (3.74)

due to the presence of the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons form in hm.

The third part consists of the kinetic terms of the gauge multiplet plus interaction terms. We

stress that this part originates from the Chern-Simons structure in the linear multiplet geometry, all

the terms are proportional to Jb. Moreover, the gauge kinetic terms have non-holomorphic coupling

function proportional to kV(A, Â). The transformations 3.71 are easily read off, in particular one

notes the appearance of a term of the form

1Al (3-75)

Given the non-invariance, for k ^ 0, of this action it is not surprising that the equations of

motion in Cu + C\, in particular those for the auxiliary fields will be non-invariant. Let us have a

look at the equation of motions for F* and F in the combination £0 + £i of the two component

field actions. Using the definitions (3.65) and (3.68) and their complex conjugates they take a

rather intriguing form, namely:

Yk = 0, Yk = 0, (3.76)

with

- \K

In these expressions the hat quantities denote derivatives of the combination

K{<j>,^,L) = K(UbL)-3LVM) = K0(<i>,i>)

with respect to (j>k, <j>k and L.

(3.77)

(3.78)

(3.79)

SF
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3.3 The geometric structure of £0 + C\

In the construction of the individual component field actions Co and C\ one observes that both

contain kinetic terms for the matter and for the Yang-Mills sector, endowed with different coupling

functions, however. Taking the sum C0 + C\ this means that in the matter field kinetic terms the

usual Kâhler metric Kkk is promoted to the combination

Kkk ~ 3LVkk,

whereas in the Yang-Mills sector the coupling function

a

(3.80)

(3.81)

occurs. It is then intriguing to note that both these combinations can be obtained from a 'deformed

Kâhler potential '

»), (3.82)

where K(4>, <j>, L) = K0(<j>, <j>) + a log£ , as derivatives with respect to tj> and <$> in the first case, and

with respect to L in the second case:

= Kkk-3LVkt

KL = J -

(3.83)

(3.84)

f'V

..4

We found it therefore suggestive to make use, as far as possible, of this new function K when,

in the next subsection, we write the sum of the two actions with diagonalized auxiliary field terms.

We begin with a discussion of the tensorial properties in Kâhler geometry of the new tensors which

occur as a consequence of the introduction of the function V((j), ̂ ) . We then give the complete

action with diagonal auxiliary field terms.

3.3.1 Covariant tensorial structures

In the complex manifold of matter fields we consider K{<j>, 4>, L) as a Kâhler potential, where

the linear superfield L is taken, for the moment, as a real parameter. We recall that derivatives of

the Kâhler potential with respect to matter supernelds, which play the rôle of complex coordinates,

are defined as
9K R K

= W = k 'and likewise for higher derivatives, in particular, the Kâhler metric:

S2K

(3.85)

(3.86)
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Associated with this metric structure we define the Christoffel symbols and the curvature tensor:

IV* = K»KtJk, T[>k = K»Kl]k, (3.87)

(3-88)

Covariant derivatives on this manifold are defined with the help of the Christoffel symbols as

follows:

K1, k =

K1, t =

- TS1K1 - Kkl - Iy1JT, ,

- r ^ J T j = Ka - T1I1K3 (3.89)

In this language the KShier metric, which is of course a covariant tensor, is covariantly conserved:

K-fcjfe; I = Ka. i = 0. (3.90)

Then we observe that in C\ only covariant derivatives of the function V($, ̂ ) occur, namely:

VU - IV,V, = Vk, h VM - TJ1Vj = V-k,,-, (3.91)

and

Ok3l = = Vk3, h

= V]hf.

(3.92)

(3.93)

Moreover, the tensor V^,,- can then be understood as the second covariant derivative of Ffcfc, i.e.

Vfcttf = VkM + TS1Tj1V13 - TS1Vk1,- - TJ[Vk3 i = (Vtf )., . /. (3.94)

This shows the covariance of C\ and thereby establishes also covariance of the complete action

C0+ Cx.

We turn now to the 'deformed' Kâhler geometric structure. As we have emphasized above, a

glance at the kinetic terms of the matter fields in the complete action Co+ Ci suggests to introduce

the special combination

Ku = Kkk-3LVkk, (3.95)

which we would like to consider as a new metric in matter superfield space depending on the

parameter L. As such it arises from the deformed Kâhler potential

All quantities derived from K(<j>, 4>) will be denoted with a hat. We assume in particular, that
there is an inverse,

~" ' (3.97)J?* * ,
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for this new metric as well. This implies that it is related to the inverse of the usual Kâhler metric
through

~ " " . (3.98)

The 'ChristofFel symbols' pertaining to Kkk are then denned as

and

(3.99)

(3.100)

Covariant derivatives defined in terms of these new Christoffel symbols will be denoted with
colons (:), to distinguish them from the semicolon notation used before. For instance, the final
action will contain the covariant hat-derivative of Vit, i.e.

and its complex conjugate.

Clearly, the new metric has the property

(3.101)

(3.102)

and we use the curvature tensor Rkktf in obvious notation.

We want to emphasize that the use of this kind of variables is motivated by the explicit form
of the sum the actions Cy and C\. We have introduced them and we use them, for the moment,
at the level of purely formal redefinitions in the presentation of our results without any a priori
geometrical interpretation.

3.3.2 The complete action with diagonal auxiliary field contribution

In order to obtain the auxiliary fields in diagonal form we complete the squares in the fields
F*, F , 6" and D(rj. For the diagonalization in the Fk, F sector we employ the inverse of the
deformed Kâhler metric to arrive at

F* = F*

f = f
(3.103)

(3.104)

using 'hat notation' in an obvious way, i.e. replacing the Christoffel symbol in the definition (3.65)
by the hatted Christoffel symbol given in (3.100).

In the diagonalization of 6° and D(rj it appears convenient to introduce the following particular
combination of superfields:

z = aL~l -3V =
dK

(3.105)
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; whose spinorial derivatives are:

Vaz\ = -aL-lipa-3V2VkX
k
a = Ca, (3.106)

. i
V and which appear in the redefinitions of the auxiliary fields

D ( r ) = D ( r ) + ± [Kk(T(r)A)k + f (CA(P) - C"Â(r))] • (3.109)

At this stage the complete Lagrangian is diagonal in the auxiliary fields M,Fk,T>^,b". We

finally found it convenient to make a slight redefinition of vm from (3.34), i.e.

vm = \KkdmAk - \KkdmÀk - ia$Kk{T(r)A? + iKkk(x
k<rmXlc), (3.110)

in order to absorb a number of \X terms in covariant derivatives.

With all these notations and redefinitions we arrive at the following expression for the combi-
nation Co + Ci = C

i£ = -ift+ie""™ (^nVpV, -i>m<rn Vp^) + | (a-3)MM-|(a-3)Jj

;J -Kkkg
mnVmAkVnÀ

k - iKk ^

Â
$ ' ^(hm 2A<rVmÂ) (vVAk - VkVmÀk)

i
4

V] ~2

- §(a - 3)(a

i [(a -

M*{r)\r)) [HCO ~

+ ̂  [(a - B)Ii2 - 2 | (a - 4)] (A<r

+ ÏL [(a - 3)(fcz)2 + 4a^(^ - kz)} [X^^\r))^')craX(s)) ff

+iV2Kkk [(xkxV)(T{r)A)k
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+3iL

±h'» [(aKkk + 6LVkk)(X
kcrmX

k)

""A(r) + C>mnÂ(l.)) + fz

f{kz - 2k
:)(X^crmX{r))(7pna

mâ"V -

- 4 ) [(V>

i

< ((a + 1)** -

+ f 9mn(tJ>M(<P<p)

The hat notation has been defined to a large extent already above. It remains to explain

the (almost self-explanatory) definition of the hat covariant derivatives. They are obtained from

the previously defined covariant derivatives (see eqs. (3.36 - 3.50) after £o) in simply replacing

the usual Christoffel symbols by their 'hatted' counterparts as defined in (3.99, 3.100) and the

composite Kâhler gauge potential vm by vm of eq. (3.110), whenever they occur.

i
1

•f
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4 Duality transformation and conclusion

It is well known that a theory containing a linear supermultiplet can be related to a theory

where the linear multiplet is replaced by a cliiral multiplet through a duality transformation, even

in the presence of Chern-Simons forms [5], [6]. It is however not obvious, in which sense these two

different theories can be considered as 'equivalent', in particular when quantum effects should be

taken into account. This problem should be settled in asking physical questions, if we dare say, to

the two systems and compare the answers. In this kind of inquiry the first thing to do is of course

to establish completely the two theories and provide the appropriate duality transformation.

Before presenting this mechanism for the supersymmetric system constructed here, we would

like to insert a reminder on the purely bosonic case, i.e. the duality between the antisymmetric

tensor gauge field and a real scalar. The notion of duality in this context is defined in the following

sense: one starts from a 'first order' action describing a vector Xm(x) and a scalar a(x),

C = (4.1)

with rf and £ two constant parameters and were Xm is completely arbitrary, for the moment. We

have included the gauge Chern-Simons form

an - f aiaman),

whose divergence is given as

(4.2)

(4.3)

Since we are only interested here in the equations of motion for Xm and for a, we have omitted

the explicit kinetic term for the gauge potentials am. We begin with the variation of the first order

action with respect to the scalar field a. Its equation of motion

dm(xm-knm) = o,

is solved in terms of an antisymmetric tensor such that

Xk -kQk = <*lmndtbmn.

(4.4)

(4.5)

Substituting back shows that the first term becomes a total derivative and we arrive at the
action

C = thmhm, (4.6)

with hm = Xm. This action describes an antisymmetric tensor gauge field coupled to a gauge
Chem-Simons form.

On the other hand, varying the first order action with respect to Xm yields

(4.7)

•x I
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In this case, substitution of the equation of motion, together with the divergence equation for

the Chern- Simons form gives rise to a theory describing a real scalar field with an axion coupling

term, i.e.

C = -£dma(z)dma(x)-f a(x)eklmntr(fklfmn). (4.8)

The two actions (4.6) and (4.8) derived from (4.1) are said to be dual to each other. They

describe the dynamics of an antisymmetric tensor gauge field and of a real scalar, respectively,

with special types of Yang-Mills couplings.

The supersymmetric generalization of this mechanism follows, mutatis mutandis, exactly the

same pattern. Whereas the antisymmetric tensor gauge field bmn is replaced by a linear supermul-

tiplet Ir, the real scalar a is promoted to a chiral multiplet 5 together with its complex conjugate.

This means that in both cases, at the physical level, an extra scalar field and a Majorana spinor

appear as supersymmetry partners. Moreover, in the first order formulation the unconstrained

vector Xm becomes a full unconstrained vector supermultiplet X and one has to take into account

the supersymmetric version of the Chern-Simons term îîm .

Explicit supersymmetrization of the duality transformation in terms of component fields appears

however rather cumbersome to us, in particular when the complete supergravity-matter system

should be considered 7. On the other hand, as pointed out in [5], [6] and in [17], the duality

transformation in superfield formalism is remarkably simple, elegant and powerful. It is a literal

translation of the mechanism presented above to the superfield case. We shall therefore first recall

the duality structure at the full superfield level and afterwards comment on the corresponding

component field formalism. As generalization of (4.1), which includes supergravity and matter

couplings, one starts with the first order superspace action

C = - (4.9)

where 5 is a chiral superfield and X is an unconstrained real superfield. The Chern-Simons superfield
ft has already appeared in section 2, eqs. (2.18, 2.19).

In order to make contact with the theory constructed in the previous sections we consider the
special case where

Cl / JL JL V" \ __ 1 (̂  Y^f f *h *i\\ {A 1 fi\

and where the K&hler superspace gauge structure is parametrized as

Minimization with respect to S (or rather the underlying unconstrained superfield S defined
by S = [VaV01 - 8R) S yields the constraint

vàV
à - 8.R) {X - kV.) = 0, (4.12)

7For a discussion at the component field level see, for instance [6], which discusses also the 'inverse duality
transformation', i.e. where the starting point is a linear multiplet L coupled to a real unconstrained superfield which
replaces the combination S + S.
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(vàV
A -8RjL = * (VàVà - 8.R) fi = 2ktr(WaWa).

Similarly, from 5, one obtains

(vaVa - 8R*) L = 2ktr(WâWà).

as supersymmetric counterpart of eq. (4.4) above, identifying X with a modified linear superfield,
L = X, which satisfies

(4.13)

(4.14)

Then, still in analogy with the non-supersymmetric case discussed above, the last term in the
first order action, as a total superspace derivative, drops out and one recovers the Lagrangian (2.45)
whose component field form has been derived in the preceding sections.

Alternatively, one can minimize with respect to X in the first order action, finding the condition
(corresponding to (4.7) above)

~ = S + S + V{*,4>). (4.15)

Substituting from this expression for X in the first order action gives rise to a theory which is
described entirely in terms of chiral superfields. As such it fits in the standard Kâhler superspace
scheme of [9], [10]. The resulting action is given as [17]

£ = -3 J d4OE -\kj d49j S tr{WaWa) - \k j d40^ S ̂ (VVi

with Kâhler potential

j ( 5 £))+a log f.

(4.16)

(4.17)

This action provides the supergravity version of (4.8) in the standard Kâhler superspace formu-
lation. Although the chiral superfields S and S are now part of the complex Kâhler coordinates,
they have special properties inherited from their relation with the linear multiplet via duality trans-
formation. Indeed one easily convinces oneself that a consistent scheme of duality transformations
is obtained if one assigns effective H, .//-transformations

S - 5 - (4.18)

such that the combination S+S+V(</>, <j>) is invariant, also in accordance with arguments concerning
modular invariance [16].

Let us now come back to the issue of component fields. As already indicated earlier, the com-
ponent field version of duality transformation would consist in expanding the first order superfield
action (4.9) completely in terms of components, with X a full unconstrained vectormultiplet of eight
bosonic and eight fermionic degrees of freedom and then elaborating the system of the equations of
motion for all the component fields involved. It should be clear that we can avoid this unnecessary
and painful exercise, because we know explicitly the two dual component field actions. The action
involving the linear supermultiplet has been constructed in the preceding sections of this paper. As
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to the alternative dual formulation in terms of the chiral superfield 5, it is a particular case of the
standard construction of, e.g. [10]: the superfields S and S belong to the set of chiral superfields
{4>k, S) and their complex conjugates (0*, S) which provide the coordinates of a Kâhler manifold.

The important point to retain is however that the chiral superfields used in the duality trans-

formation arise in a particular form in the Kâhler potential 8. This fact will give rise to particular

couplings at the component field level in terms of the Kâhler metric, Christoffel symbols and cur-

vature terms in the 5, S directions, easily derived from the standard Kâhler formulation [8].

We conclude with a list of topics not dicussed in this paper and which we leave for future inves-

tigations. Since our interest was mainly in a detailed presentation of the superfield and component

field structures relevant for the Kâhler anomaly cancellation mechanism, we have not included the

superpotential and the explicit Yang-Mills action, which can be easily included following standard

procedures.

Secondly we have only treated the case of one linear multiplet. As already mentioned the general

coupling of an arbitrary number of linear multiplets to the supergravity-matter system deserves

further study.

Clearly, gravitational Chern- Simons forms should also be concisely included in a complete de-

scription, as already attempted at in [28], [6]. The complications in this context are not only of

technical nature in the bookkeeping of the abundance of component field terms appearing. The

fact that the gravitational forms and their coupling through linear multiplets is to be formulated

in the geometric ambiance of supergravity itself seems to imply the appearance of new structures

which go beyond the experiences gained in the Yang-Mills case [29]. In this matter, superspace

methods [21], in particular the geometry of the three-form gauge po* ,ntial [22], are essential for a

better conceptual understanding as well as in the concise construction of dynamical theories with

couplings of the Green-Schwarz type. This is in particular the case for the superfield structure

of the current multiplets and their anomalous conservation laws, which is in close correspondence

with the equations derived from the superspace geometry of the three-form in [22].

"This is a feature which clearly deserves further study in two respects [6], [17]. First of all, we have investigated
here a rather special coupling of the linear superfield - it would be interesting to know in which way S and S appear
in the Kâhler potential for the general case. Going even further one should study in more detail the general coupling
of several linear multiplets and the dual form of this theory. Ia there a particular geometric structure attached to the
space spanned by the set of linear superfields involved?
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A Appendix

We present here a collection of formulas which are intended to give a rough impression of the

superspace geometrical background of this paper. No attempt at completeness is made nor do we

try to be pedagogical. More exhaustive presentations may be found in our papers [10], [21], [22].

A.I Kâhler superspace

In Kâhler superspace an additional chiral C K ( I ) is included in the structure group, on top of

the familiar Lorentz transformations. Moreover, the gauge potentials pertaining to this new gauge

structure are expressed in terms of the Kâhler potential superfield, and thereby in terms of matter

fields. In this sense Kahler superspace intertwines matter and supergravit y in one common geo-

metrical framework. The basic building blocks are the frame in superspace, the Lorentz connection

and the UK(I) gauge potential, respectively, i.e.

JS-4 = dzMEhl'\ *B
A = dzM$MB

A, A = dzMAM. (A.1)

The superspace exterior derivative is used to construct torsion, curvature and UK(I) field

strength:

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

TA

RBA

F

= dEA 4

= d<l>BA

= dA.

EB4>BA +

+ f/>BC<t>C

w(EA)EAA,
A

)

; | | i The chiral UK(l) weights w(EA) are defined as:

w(Ea) = 0, w(Ea) = 1, w(Eà) = - 1 . (A.5)

Torsion, curvature and UK(I) field strength are two-forms in superspace,

T* = IE0E^TcB , (A.6)

RB
A - \ECEDRDCB

A, (A.7)

F = \ECEDFDC. (A.8)

The coefficients of these two-forms are constrained such that they are completely expressible in
terms of the covariant supergravity superfields

* . -R+. Ga, W,0a, W ( A . 9 )
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which have chiral weights

w(R) = 2,

«KWW = i,

= - 2 , w(Ga) = O,

w(W.A.) = - 1 .

At dim = 0 the constant torsion

T / ° = -2i(<7oe)/.

(A.10)

(A.ll)

is the only non-vanishing one. At dim = j all the torsion coefficients vanish whereas at dim = 1

the above mentioned superfields R, R^ and Ga are identified in

TV =

and

(A.12)

(A.13)

The superfields W^@a and W. x. are called Weyl tensor superfields, because they occur in the

decomposition of the covariant Rarita-Schwinger field strength superfields Td>a and Tcbà in very
much the same way as the usual Weyl tensor occurs in the tensor decomposition of the covariant
curvature tensor.

Remember that the supergravity superfields are subject to constraints involving covariant su-

perspace derivatives, in particular one obtains the chirality conditions

V01R* = 0, VàR = 0,

and

.^ = 0, = 0.

(A.14)

(A.15)

As to the explicit form of the curvatures we refer to [10]. Here we wish to draw attention to

the field strengths of the the chiral UK(I) sector, which are described in terms of the superfields

Xa and Xa, which are chiral,

and subject to the condition

VaX
à = 0, VàXa = 0,

VaXa - VàX
a = 0.

(A.16)

(A.17)

The superfields Xa and Xa are expressed in terms of spinorial derivatives of the basic superfields
R, R* and Ga as follows:

Xa =

Xà = VaG
aà.

(A.18)

(A.19)

IV
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As already mentioned above, the coefficients of the superspace one form .A,

A = EAAA = EaAa + EaAa + EàA
à,

are given in terms of the Kahler potential superfield K as

Aa = +\EQ
Mdh,K

«ÛQ ~ ~2^otct = 2\ a ** "* ^a****)'

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

(A.23)

In the last equation the Gaà term appears due to the special choice Faà — -3Ga ti in the
spinorial UK(I) field strength. Using this explicit form of A yields then

xa = - i
•trâ 1

-8R)VaK, (A.24)

(A.25)

expressing Xa and Xa completely in terms of supergravity and matter fields.

Observe that all the equations in this appendix remain valid if the superfield K depends not
only on chiral matter superfields, but on linear superfields as well.

In the definition of component fields we shall employ the double bar operation of [30], which is
designed to act on differential forms in superspace. It projects at the same time on the space-time
differential and on the lowest component of the superfield coefficient of a given superform. In the
case of the frame in superspace we dtftne

EA\\ = eA,

with
ea = ±<pa — dxmp a

The remaining component fields of the supergravity multiplet are defined as usual:

As to the spin connection we define

<t>BA\\ - &BA = dxmWmBA-

(A.26)

(A.27)

(A.28)

(A.29)

It is given in terms of the vierbein and Rarita-Schwinger fields from the constraint Tcb
a = 0 and

the double bar projection of (A.2) in combination with (A.6) for A — a, namely

Ta\\ = -2ie^e^(aae)^ = dea+ebwb
a. (A.30)

Defining

Ca = \dxmdxnCnm
a = = dxmdxn [dnem

a - &

"ef
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i

(A.32)

The explicit expression for the curvature scalar, which is defined as

72 = C^e 6" Jl111n
6" I, (A.33)

is obtained from

Jl6
0H = ±dxmdxnRnmb

a\ = dwb
a+wb

cwc
a = dxmdxn[dnwmb"-wnb'

:wmc
a], (A.34)

using the expression for u>m b
a just determined.

For more details concerning the component field structure of the supergravity matter system
we refer to [10].

I

i

A.2 Yang-Mills gauge structure in Kahler superspace

The Yang-Mills connection is a Lie algebra valued one-form in superspace,

A - EAjSr^Ti \ — A^Ti \ (A.35)

Latin indices in parentheses are Lie algebra indices and the commutation relations of the gen-
erators T(r) are defined as

(A.36)[r ( r ) , r w ] = ic(r)(8)

The covariant field strength is a two-form in superspace defined as

T = dA + AA,

with

T = \EAEBTBA.

Of course, the field strength is Lie algebra valued as well, i.e.

with

') + i

The covariant constraints

= 0, = 0, = 0,

(A.37)

(A.38)

(A.39)

(A.40)

(A.41)

• •£
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together with the Bianchi identities restrict the form of the remaining components of the Yang-Mills
field strength such that

(A.42)

(A.43)
&VàWà. (A.44)

= -i(<raef0W
0,

The Yang-Mills superfields

Wà =

have chiral weights

WQ = (A.45)

(A.46)w(Wa) = - 1 , w(Wa) = +1.

As a consequence of the constraints the Bianchi identities boil down to the equations

VaW
à = 0, VàWa = 0, (A.47)

VaWa = VàW
à. (A.48)

Observe that in solving the Yang-Mills Bianchi identities the complete structure of
superspace as presented in this appendix must be taken into account. Derivatives are now covariant
with respect Lorentz, chiral UK(I) and Yang-Mills gauge transformations.

We also define the D-term superfield D^) as

By construction, it has vanishing chiral weight,

W(DW) = 0.

(A.49)

(A.50)

The notion of Chern-Simons forms can be easily carried over to superspace geometry. Following
the notation of [31] we define

Q = tr{AdA+lAAA), (AM)

which is a three-form in superpace, i.e.

fi = ±dzKdzLdzh'Ç>MlK =

whose exterior derivative is given as

dQ = tr

(A.52)

(A.53)

The special properties of Yang-Mills theory in superspace allow to express the whole structure
in terms of unconstrained prepotential superfields. For the same reasons, the coefficients of the
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Chern-Simons three-form can be expressed in terms of one single superfield il, the so-called 'Chern-
Simons' superfield, which in turn is a function of the prepotentials [6], [32].

and

Turning to component fields, we define

.A|| = ia = idxmam,

CU = Q = Ux'dxmdxnQnm, = -tr(ada+faaa),

or
Qimn = ~tr(a[idman} -

with [lmn] = lmn + mnl + nlm - mln - lnm - nml.

The superpartners of am are identified in

W^l = IÂ 1 W0\ = -iX0, VaWa\ = -2D.

Finally, the component field form of the covariant field strength is given as

^ l = if,

with

/ = \dxmdxnSnm = da + iaa,

or
fnm = dnam - dman - i[on, am].

(A.54)

(A.55)

(A.56)

(A.57)

(A.58)

(A.59)

(A.60)

• x \

K'

|

i,.

""1

A.3 Two-form gauge structure and Chern-Simons forms

While tr{JF!F} is gauge invariant, the Chern-Simons form is not. This indicates that the gauge

variation of the latter is the exterior derivative of a two form. Introducing a two-form gauge

potential B, in superspace, bien sur, allows to define a covariant three form

H = dB + kQ, (A.61)

were the gauge transformation of B is suitably adjusted as to compensate that of Q. Applying the
exterior derivative to this equation yields the Bianchi identity

dH = ktr{FT).

The coefficients of the covariant three-form

H = ^EAEBECHCBA,
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are the subject to constraints, i.e.

Hyfla = 0) H-tiia = 0, Hjjja = 0.

The superfield L is identified in

and we have

(A.64)

(A.65)

(A.66)

(A.67)

One checks then easily that the set of constraints on T and on H is compatible with the Bianchi

identities for H and that the latter boil down to the three equations

VâV* -8R)L = 2k tr (WaWa) , (A.68)

(A.69)

and
[Va,Và]L = Aa^àGaL - \<rdaàt

dcbaHcba - Ak tr{\VaWà). (A.70)

The linear multiplet contains an antisymmetric tensor gauge field, which is identified in

5 | | = b = \dxmdxnbnm. (A.71)

In the covariant fieldstrength, this gives

H\\ = h = db + kQ = ±dx'dxmdxnhnml, (A.72)

or
(A.73)

We also made use of the definition

hk = l ^ m n ^ = ^™(dlbmn-2ktr(aldman-%a,aman)). (A.74)

On the other hand, taking into account the projection

Tf 11 — _J- p p p ff • -J- — p Pt** TT » I -L. —p p P * ff I -4- o ^ && o • TT ' I ^ A 7 R ^
•*•• 1} ~~ 3 ' •*-JlCO(t\ 1 2 "yOO | ' 2 t ^ j j i|»nl ' C<yil /3/11 ) I A<lul

one derives in a straightforward way the expression for the iowest component of the superfield

1 , _ QCOO TT I EL n£\

~ 3"daà£ **cbai (A. Iv)

which was used in subsection 3.1.2, eq. (3.29).
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